Architectural detail represents an important part of architecture. Not only can it be used as an identifier of a specific building but at the same time enhances the experience of the realized project. Within it lie the signs of a great architect and clues to understanding his or her way of thinking. It is therefore the central topic of a seminar offered to architecture students at the Brno University of Technology. During the course of the semester-long class the students acquaint themselves with atypical architectural details of domestic and international architects by learning to read them, understand them and subsequently draw them by creating architectural blueprints. In other words, by general analysis of a detail the students learn theoretical thinking of its architect who, depending on the nature of the design, had to incorporate a variety of techniques and crafts. Students apply this analytical part to their own architectural detail design. The methodology of the seminar consists of experiential learning by project management and is complemented by a series of lectures discussing a diversity of details as well as materials and technologies required to implement it. The architectural detail design is also part of students' bachelors thesis, therefore, the realistic nature of their blueprints can be verified in the production process of its physical counterpart. Based on their own documentation the students choose the most suitable manufacturing process whether it is supplied by a specific technology or a craftsman. Students actively participate in the production and correct their design proposals in real scale with the actual material. A student, as a future architect, stands somewhere between a client and an artisan, materializes his or her idea and adjusts the manufacturing process so that the final detail fulfills aesthetic consistency and is in harmony with its initial concept. One of the very important aspects of the design is its economic cost, an actual price of real implementation. The detail determines not only the physical expression, it becomes the characteristic feature from which the rest of the building is derived. This course motivates students to surpass mere technical calculations learned from books towards sophistication and refinement, pragmatism and experimentation, and encourages a shift from feasibility to perfection.
Introduction
"I do not want art for a few, any more than education for a few, or freedom for a few…What for do we have art if it cannot be shared?" [1] William Morris 'Arts and Crafts' art movement originated in Great Britain in the late 19 th century as a backlash against the Industrial Revolution and its material and moral consequences of DOI: 10.1515 DOI: 10. /sspjce-2016 propagating machinery and machine production. The movement celebrated medieval, especially Gothic, artisan work and the return to manual production -craft, which alone was able to breathe life into manufacturing. Its leaders believed in a society that would bring benefits of their work to everyone equally, whether they were rich or poor -everyone had the same right to enjoy beautiful things. Their passion for equality was also applied to their approach to work; during construction the architect received the same respect as a craftsman as all work was equally important. Today, the opposite is often reality: the architect is in a position of a drafter with a honorarium below average. It is a consequence of large development corporations who at the behest of large profits look for ways to save money and forget the building's architectural value. Apartments in Medlanky, Czech Republic, are a living testament.
The main protagonist of the Arts and Crafts movement was William Morris. His followers were concerned about the negative social and aesthetic impact of the Victorian urbanization. The roots of the movement lay in the writings and work of architect and designer Augustus Welby Pugin (1812-1852) and the Victorian artist and critic John Ruskin. His main book 'The Seven Lamps of Architecture' and 'The Stones of Venice' equate the quality of design to the quality of the society that produces it. He outlined an analogy between the decline and fall of the Venetian Empire and the socio -aesthetic changes in Victorian Britain. He called for the rejection of increasing material concerns of contemporary society and a return to dignified work in the preindustrial times.
Arts and Crafts contained a set of common principles. These included honest use of materials and construction methods as an antithesis to the use of new imitation materials and processes, inspiration by nature which is seen in the decorative motifs, and general commitment to the principles of craft rather than the industrial production. Followers of the movement founded small workshops in contrast to industry, revived old techniques, and honored humble household objects used before the industrial revolution. Arts and Crafts, as we understand it, is not an artistic style, rather it is a method of how we should look at art and make it accessible to wider audiences. Arts and Crafts emphasized how the work was created, rather than on its shape and function -many products contain, for example, obvious traces of hammer demonstrating authenticity and the use of manpower in conjunction with centuriesold tools. The motto of Arts and Crafts was 'Head, Hand and Heart' which explained the keywords to understanding their artistic movement -the head was embodiment of creativity and imagination, hand expressed skill and craftsmanship, and heart reflected the honor and love.
William Morris, the founder and main leader of Arts and Crafts, was not only an excellent painter but also designed textiles, stained glass and wallpaper, wrote books about the movement and held frequent lectures. Oscar Wilde contributed to the advancement of the movement, who during his travels across America in 1882 visited more than 120 cities delivering his insightful and rousing lecture 'The Practical Application of the Principles of the Aesthetic Theory's House Exterior and Interior Decoration, With Observations upon Dress and Personal Ornaments' (1882). One of the best architectural example of the movement is the Red House, Bexleyheath, Kent (now in Bexley), England, designed by Philip Webb for William Morris.
In general, details are used to identify important buildings and intensify the experience of space. Frank Lloyd Wright was known to have wanted to control every detail of his building, not just concerning the structure or architecture, but also his own custom furniture. This ensured that each element of the design worked together to create an aesthetic harmony with his original concept.
Architectural detail, honored by the Arts and Craft movement, can be highlighted in various ways: by a specific plot placement (genius loci), disposition, or by the actual architectural space. Architecture becomes perfect and complete only when the construction and detail support and highlight central design idea. 'God is in the detail', probably the most famous quote from equally famous architect Mies van Der Rohe, speaks for everything.
Today, this approach to creating detail is disappearing. Industrial production of specific building elements puts the architect in a decorator position where the architectural detail is selected from a product catalog; the detail is not created, only applied. The architect does not communicate with a craftsman and does not equal the importance of both professions. He or she does not select honest materials or even the best technology. The head, hands and heart are not reflections of creativity, skill, honor and love, that has died. Laziness and convenience replaced creativity, skill was replaced by industrial production, and honor and love disappeared without trace. The architect is not an architect anymore but a decorator.
Our approach at the Institute of Architecture is to implement a change at the very beginning of studies. Whether an architecture student eventually becomes an architect or decorator is the choice of the student. I dare say that none of us wants to be a decorator, but that is the harder path. Many architects do not strive to create detail but when they encounter it in a catalog, they adopt it and thus allow themselves to be manipulated. They consume products without prior motives. Their actions may cause unexpected consequences but they do not feel any responsibility because they are easily seduced by comfort when they find enticing information.
It is in detail that you recognize not only a good architect but also the method of reasoning. Therefore, the students in our seminar thoroughly study atypical details of the world's architects and apply their acquired knowledge to their own proposals. The methodology is, in addition to practical exercises, supplemented by series of lectures, where the architectural details are supported by instruction in materials science and production: how particular materials are used, processed, which technology to use. Our course 'Architectural Detail' is ultimately part the students' bachelor's thesis allowing the students to bring the blueprint drawings of their detail into life through the production of a physical model. Based on their design drawings the students choose appropriate craftsmen, production process technology, and material. They are present during manufacturing and correct their proposal to scale with the actual prototype. We view it as a preparation for real life, where the architect stands somewhere between a client and an artisan. The architect materializes client's idea only through a close collaboration with the craftsmen ensuring aesthetic consistency with the primary design.
Study
Students learn theoretical thinking of domestic and foreign architects who, if they want to break into technical detail, must become designers first and find a common ground with a variety of crafts. The students then apply this analytical part to their detail proposal during their studio design class. The methodology of our course "Detail in Architecture" includes practical exercises supplemented with series of lectures. Topics of these lectures include analysis of various architectural details as well as new and unusual materials and technology. Some of our previous topics included contemporary detail in architecture, Arts and Crafts, Avant-Garde, properties of materials and their expressive possibilities, traditional and new materials, cladding, balconies, loggias, expansion joints, roofs, porches, windows and sun visors, doors, gates, shop displays, landscaping, roads, paved areas, fencing, columns, pillars, walls, partitions, ceilings, floors, joints bearing structures, stairs and elevators, built-in fixtures, visible technical building equipment, media distribution.
During practice sessions students work out various tasks: the first graphics sheet introduces the detail of the building or an architect, and is processed digitally. Second task is to study the historical detail without a specified author, for example as in forging functionalist windows or a Gothic window and its partitions, and is processed in the form of architectural sketches. The third task is to consider a dialogue between architecture and art, or a work of art in architecture. The aim of these tasks is to acquaint the students with the theoretical thinking of the architect.
Architectural detail is also part of the students' thesis. Besides giving the students an opportunity to select their own materials and production process and establishing a close relationship with either a manufacturer or a craftsman, the students are urged to consider economic aspect of production and the final cost of detail implementation Figures 1-3 .
Detail does not only determine the material expression of the construction but also the final cost. Its quality and sophisticated embodiment are characteristic features which shape the entire project, and therefore have an important place in the design process. This class leads students to discover their inner ingenuity and sophistication free from mere technical calculations studied from books, it leads them to pragmatism and experimentation, and creates a shift from simple feasibility to perfection.
Conclusions
Our architectural ancestors realized that the relationship between a problem and its solution lies not only in the chosen architectural form and technique, which they perfected and passed from father to son, but also in a timely order of material application. Speculations that negate the need to know our history and argue the unfeasibility of using ancient practices to solve modern day problems are not appropriate. Sometimes seemingly intractable challenges are eventually solved with a simple approach. We are grateful for the rich heritage of our ancestors and at the same time advance our understanding of architecture further. Architecture is in the detail. An uncomplicated detail is better than one requiring demanding solutions that lead to loss of identity, a challenging design, and high cost. In other words, complications often equal wastefulness.
"God is in the details" [2] . In conclusion I dare to paraphrase the quote of the renowned architect Ludwig Mies van der Rohe: If God is in the details then why not preach 'religious enlightenment'. This enlightenment has been praised by our students themselves as well as practicing architects who often select their future colleagues select from among our students.
'Every architecture detail created by an individual is unique. The moment a detail becomes universal it becomes obsolete and must therefore always be different, made irreplaceable.' [3] Juraj Dulencin 
